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Background. 
compare directly the magnitude of risk in different groups of chronic diseases. 
Objectives. The aim of presented paper was to identify a magnitude of the risk of chronic diseases attributable to overweight 
and obesity on the basis of data on weight and height self-reported by respondents. 
Material and methods. 

arthritis and allergy disorder.
Results. 

-

Conclusions. Our findings showed that data on weight and height collected by survey method provide some information 
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Obesity is one of the most dangerous risk factors 
of premature death and morbidity of the large number 

the high-income countries obesity are recognised as the 
third risk factor caused death (after tobacco use and high 
blood pressure) and annually have been responsible for 

-
lence of obesity in Europe and many other industrialised 
countries outside Europe has significantly increased 

found the proportion of overweight and obese people 

The prospective and methodologically reliable stu-
dies conducted on the large cohorts provided evidences 

significant risk factors for mortality and morbidity. 
The wide range of chronic diseases was recognised as 
obesity-related. Increased risk of developing  diabetes 

-

by overweight and obesity was generally confirmed. 

-

some investigations may suggest that overweight could 

Obesity is seen as a serious threat to health also in 

no studies in Poland that estimated the risk of chronic 
diseases related to obesity. The aim of presented paper 
was to define the risk of wide range of chronic diseases 

-
asured by self-reported weight and height.

The presented analysis is a part of the wider scien-
tific project concerning social participation in health 

was to assess the usefulness of information collected 
by self-administrated questionnaire for developing 
more effective health policy. Data were collected during 

non-random method. The questionnaires (with return 

in the buildings inhabited at different time in order to 
obtain the sample varied by age and the level of afflu-

to their knowledge of inhabitants. All districts were 
included in proportion to the number of residents. Par-

low response rate was discussed in our previous article 

over-represented. A more detailed description of the 
sample and content of questionnaire was presented in 

-
grams divided by squared height in metres. According 

-

our study only the five respondents were underweight 

further analyses. In order to collect information on the 

they are under continuous medical supervision due 

diseases includes the disease they suffer from. When 

that the list should include the basic groups of diseases 

-
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and allergic disorders.
-

tem for epidemiology for microcomputer was applied 
for establishing database and statistical analyses. The 

 non-parametric test for differences be-
tween medians was used for the analyses of differences 

determine the prevalence of obesity and overweight The 
risk value of overweight or obesity for chronic diseases 

 summarised stratified OR) were presented. 

was obese (Table 1). The prevalence of overweight 

between genders in obesity was slight. The percentage 

obese the noticeable difference was found between the 

respondents varied by the level of education (the lower 

differences in distribution of overweight and obese in 
relation to education were too small to reach statistical 
significance. 

cardiovascular diseases and arthritis were characterised 

overweight were found to be significant risk factors for 

the most chronic diseases. Obesity increased the risk 

arthritis and cardiovascular diseases. The risk of obesity 

disorders (without diabetes) and allergic disorders was 
not found.

Results of our study showed that obesity genera-

diseases and digestive diseases. The previous studies 

how the risk was defined. If the population-attributa-

In the previous studies using the risk assessment 

dispersion of the risk of diabetes caused by obesity was 

-

estimated risk of all respiratory diseases ranged from 1.3 
-

Table 1. Differences in body mass in relation to demographic characteristics

Demographic characteristics

Category of body mass

Mean p1
Norm Overweight Obesity

p

Gender

Age

Education

37.9

35.9

37.8
38.3

15.3
13.3

11.3
16.3

16.9
1  test
 2  test 
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the risk of hypertension was found between 1.7 and 

 et al. the risk of obesity 

 et al. collected some evidences that 
obesity higher increased the risk of osteoarthritis of hand 

evidence was found for significant association between 
obesity and gallbladder diseases. The estimated risk of 

As regards other digestive diseases the current finding 

the risk of chronic erosive esophagitis or colorectal 
adenoma. The estimated risk ranged respectively be-

obesity as a risk factor. The estimated risk of obesity 

 et 
al. in the international comparative study observed that 
value of the risk was largely country-specific. The risk 
differentiation of depression due to obesity ranged from 

-

in our study was much higher. As regards respiratory 

usually excluded sufferers from obesity hypoventilation 

percents of obese patients with respiratory diseases was 
the highest.

Chronic diseases Risk of diseases

Mean 
Overweight Obesity

Unadjusted OR Adjusted OR Unadjusted OR Adjusted OR

3.1
(1.1-8.9)

1.8

1.1

(1.1-9.6)

1.6

1.3

11.8

6.5

5.7

1.7

9.6*

6.3**

3.8*
(1.3-83.6)

3.3

5.8*

 chi-square test):
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The issue of obesity risk for cancers requires se-
parate discussion. The authors of several prospective 
and  methodologically excellent studies confirmed that 
obesity existing at baseline of the research significantly 
increases the risk of occurrence of certain cancers in 
people healthy at baseline. The estimated risk of obe-

risk of obesity for cancers analysed together reported 
in our study.

The association between overweight and chronic 
diseases seems to be more complicated. The previous 
studies confirmed in general that overweight significan-

-

caused by overweight was usually higher than measured 

likely to underestimate their weight or overestimate 

Our studies that data on weight and height collected 
through survey method may provide some information 
about the magnitude of the risk of particular groups of 
diseases attributable to overweigh and obesity. In par-

inhabitants indicated that:
1. Obesity strongly increased the risk of several chronic 

-

endocrine diseases and mental disorders. 

factor of diabetes. The higher than expected risk 

arthritis and digestive diseases would indicate that 
self-reported weight may be underestimated or self-

-

weight and height should be taken into account.
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